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Abstract. In this paper, we give a formal treatment of the reduction idea in Lipton’s paper, and 
investigate its application in proving correctness of asynchronous ystems. In a complex system, it 
is both tempting and convenient to assume that certain sequences of actions behave like single 
indivisible or instantaneous actions. Such conceptual reduction of sequences of relatively small 
actions to single occurrences of relatively large actions is encountered very often in computer 
science. For asynchronous ystems, reduction is particularly appealing because it helps to reduce 
the amount of interleaving of actions involved and also the complexity of the systems, thereby 
making correctrztrvr pioofs more tractable. However, reduction is also very dangerous for it could 
easily iead to erroneous and disastrous conclusions about systems. 
We Lstablish, in this paper, simple and general sufficient conditions for reduction under which 
correctness 6 preserved, and any conclusions obtained about the correctness of the reduced 
systems are also valid for the original systems, as far as deadlock-freedom, homing, determinazy 
and the Church-Rosser property are concerned. We also show that the results in Lipton’s paper 
are special cases of some of our results here. 
In recent years, ere have been various studies cn correctness of parallel 
computation. For err pie, KeIIer [7] investigates the formal verificatk of parallel 
programs by applying ;an induction principle to prove the invariance of correctness . 
ted herein was per 
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if1v&e, in fT&ty, some seqpences of more basic ac?ions. The execution of a simple 
alssignment statement in a. high-level language may also appear zs indivisible, 
however, it is often implemented by a sequence of machine instructions. Such 
ronc:eptual recfwJion of sequences of relatively small actions to single occurrences 
sf relatively large actions is very cormnon in many areas of computer science. For 
asynchronous systems, reduction is particularly appealing because it helps to reduce 
the amount of interleaving and, correspondingly, the complexity of the systems, 
the&y making proofs of correctness more tractable. However, reduction is also 
very dangemus, for it could easily lead to erroneous conclusions about a system. An 
interesting question is:. Under what conditions can we applji this king cf conceptual 
reduction such that correctness would be preserved, and any conclusions obtained 
about correctness of the reduced systems would also be valid for the original 
systems? 
In Section 2, we describe a general model known as “transition systems” which 
.will be used to represent asynchronous parallel computation. We then give in 
Section 3 precise definitions for those correctness properties that we shall study 
later on. In Section 4, we establi:sh rdmple and general sufficient conditions in terms 
of state reachability, undo: r which’ we c 2~ sateAy assume conceptual reduction 
discussed earlier, so that correctness is preserved, and any conclusions obtained 
about correctness of the reduced systems will also be valid for the original systems, 
as far as deadlock-freedom, homing, determinacy, and the Church-Rosser property 
are concerned. In Section 5+ we investigate reduction induced by homomorphisms 
on sequences of actions. In Section 6, we restrict ourselves to a class of asynchron- 
ous parallel programs, and study reduction of routines and the particular 
homomorphisms inv&cd. We also briefly review Lipton’s “D-reductions” [$I], and 
show that the results in f9] are special cases of some of our results here. We then 
examine some examples in Section 7, and in the last section, we discuss some 
possible generalizations an extensions for future work. 
is section, we escribe a model known as “transition systems” 
epresent asynchronous parallel computation. 
which will be 
~~a~~si?i~n system is a quadruple (Q, 2, --+ , Q,) where Q is a set of 
set of transitions, -4 C XZO e state transition relation and 
set of initial states. 
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CT -4 q’ instead of (q, t, q’) E -+. Note that -+ is a relation and parallelism is 
intrcbduced into the model here: for any state 4 E Q, there may be many t E G and 
q’ E Q such that q +‘q’. Notice that the firin,g; of a transition represents an action 
which takes the system from one state into a:iother. We assume that each action 
corresponding to the firing of a transition represents a single event in the system 
arid any simultaneous event occurrence can be represented by a sequence 9f 
rrences of events in some arbitrary order. This is referred to as the “arbitration 
co-rditiorr” in [6, 71. 
ir C?z a transition system (Q, 2, -+, Q,), let 2 * be the set of all finite sequences of 
ttw0sitions in 2, and Z’ = Z* - {A}, whereas _4 denotes the null sequence and “ - ” 
tk set difference operator. We usually use ti’s (i = I,&. . .) to denote individurjl 
transitions, and w, X, y, L’ to represent ransition sequences. We say that transition t
;s fira& in state q if there exists q’ in Q such that q -+‘q’. Also, we write q --+ q’ if 
(3 E Z)(q -j’q’). The firing of sequences of transitions can be defined as follows: 
(i) q-l-fq’ iffq=q’, 
(ii) py E _“*)(Vt E X)(q -2 q’) iff (3q”E Q)(q ---L q ‘7 (4 fr ‘, 4’). 
For any state q in Q and any transition sequence x in C *, we say that x is firabk in 
q if (3q’e Q)b +xq’). We also say that a state q’ in Q is reachable from q or 
writeq+*q’if (3~ CZ*)(q+‘q’), andq-+‘q’if(S EC”)(q-+“q’).Theset of 
all states reachable from some intial state is denoted by Q, i.e. 
{q E Q I(3qoE Qo)(qo -+* q)}. We sometimes call Q, the reachrdility set and any 
state in it a reachable state of the system. 
In the sequd. we sometimes refer to transition systems simply as systems. 
. 
We shall examine several basic notions of correctness of asynchronous y$te 
and define them precisely in the terminology of transition systems. First, we 
consider “de: .d oc’k-freedom” in a system [2, 3, S]. 
0; a transition systc: 
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reachable from q, live(q’, X) holds. For any Q’ G C?, we say that Q’ is dead, or write 
dead(Q’), if for any state q in Q’ and any t in Z, t is not firable in q. We also say 
that the system can ha.+ _ I* if there exists a non-empty subset Q of Qr such that aQ is 
dead, and it is non-i;a&~sg if it cannot halt. 
~iti~n 3.2. For a transition system (12,2,+, Qo), let q be any state in Q, 
Q’C Q, and P: Q -+{T, F) a 
q-Gariant if (Vq’E Q)(if q -9 
predicate on the state set. We say that P is 
q’ then P(q’)). We also say that P is Q’-invariant 
if for any q’ in Q’, P is q ‘-invariant. 
For convenience, in dealing with singleton sets like {t} and {q}, we shall write t 
and q, respectively . 
Informally, liveness means “potential fir;ability”, and immortality and non- 
halting correspond to intuitive notions of “deadlock-freedom”. Note that there are 
many interesting systems which are non-halting, but some of their key transitions 
cannot be fired again once they get into certain states. Hence we believe that 
immortality, whi.ch is represented by the Qo-invariance of liveness, captures the 
notion of “deadlock-freedom” better than non-halting in [9] since we can consider 
immortality of a particular transition as well as that of the whole system. In Section 
7, we shall illustrate this with a simple example. 
Next, we define determinacy and the so-called Church-Rosser property [ 11, 121 
of a system. 
3.3. For a transition system S = (8, 2, -+ , Q,), we say that S is 
determinate, if 
for any q. in QD and any s:ates q, q’ reachable from qo, 
(de:ad(q) Adead(q’)) +z> [q = q’), 
Chwr(ch -Rmser, if I 
for any states q, cl’ and q” in Qr, 
((q $q’)n (q -:q”)) ) (3q”“E a)((q’:q’“) A (qtlAqR.)). 
ote that our notion of determinacy is less restrictive than that in [if]. The term 
‘“confluence” in[6,10] corresponds to thle Church-Rosser property in [ll, 12,131. 
* Let S = (8, iZ,-+, QJ be a transition system. If S is 
osser, then S is determinate. 
Rosen [12] illustrates ari Interesting application of the Church- osser property in 
ef progrdms. Some other implications of this property 
tes which are reachable from all 
I 7 
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efi~ition 3.5. For a 
say that q is a home 
Note that q being a home state implies that q is a reachable state. 
transition system (Q, 2, -+, Q,), let q be any state in Q. We 
state if (Vq’E G.,)(q’+* q)- ’ 
Observation 3.6. For a transition system S = (Q4 2, +, Q,), if there exists a home 
state, then S is Church-Rosser. 
We need the following lemma in Section 4. 
ma 3.7. FOP a transition system (Q, 2, +, QO) with a home state q, any state 
reachable from q is a home state. 
Proof. Let 4% Q such that q +* q’, and q” any state in Qr. q being a home state 
implies that q”+* q. So we have q”-,* q -+* q’, and q’ is a home state. 0 
The following theorem, which was stated without proof in [7], illustrates the 
importance of home states in a system: liveness in a home state guarantees 
immortality in any reachable state, 
Theorem 3.8% Let (Q, Z, +, Q,) be a transition system with a home state q. Then for 
any state q’ in Q, and any transition t in 2, immortal (q’, t) iff live (q, t). 
Proof. ( + ) Obvious. 
( e ) Assume !ive(q, t). Let q” be any state reachable from q’* It suffices to 
show live(q”, t). Since q is a home state, we have (3~ E x*)(q”+‘q), ‘and 
live(q, t) implies that (3y E 2*)(3q”‘E Q)(q +yrq’rr). SO we have q”__**yrq”’ and 
live (q”, t). !J 
In dealing with correctness of two or more systems, we use subscripts to avoid 
ambiguity. Fok example, letting S = (Q, 2,+, QOj, we write hs and IiveS (q, t) 
instead of --, and live (q, t), respectively. 
u&ion 47 syste 
In a complex system, it is convenient o regard certain sequences of relatively 
small actions 2s single occurrences of relatively large actio 
titularly appealing because it helps reducing 
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the amount of interleaving of actions involved, thereby making the systems more 
transparent and correctness proofs more tractable. owever, it is also very 
dangerous ince careless applications of reduction would easily lead :G erroneous 
and disastrous conclusions about the systems. he problem is under what condi- 
tions can we assume reduction such that correctness would be preserved, and any 
coucfusions arrived at about correctness of the reduced systems would also be valid 
for the original systems. 
fn this section, we establish simple and general sufficient conditions for the safe 
use of redlimction u der which correctness would be preserved, and any conclusions 
arrived at about correctness of the reduced systems would also be valid for the 
original systems as far as homing, Church-Rosser property, determinacy and 
n-halting are concerned. We defer discussing the effects of reduction on 
ty until Section 5. 
all, we shall formalize the intuitive notion of reduction. 
.l. Let S = (Q, -CtdS, QO) and S’ = (Q’, Xt,+si, Q6) be transition sys- 
tems, and Q,, Q: the reachability sets of S and S’, respectively. We say that S 
reduces fe St provided that the following conditions hold: 
(1) Q’G Q and QA= Qo, 
q& Qo)(bQq E Q), (if qo+*sq then (3q”E Q’)(q -+*sqlh qO-+faqt)), 
q, qt t?i QL) (if q -+‘q’ then q *S+q’), 
q, q’E Q:) (if q +q then q *$q’). 
If condition (4) can be replaced by the following stronger cxdition: 
q,q’E Qi) (if q +lq’ xhen q+q’) 
then we say that S strictly reduces to S'. 
In the sequel, we let S and St denote the transition systems (Q, 2, hs, Q,) and 
(Q 1 9 iv -+# 9 Qh)), respectively. 
e following lemma states the relationship between reachability in S and S”. 
. If S reduces to St then 
8. 
-3f iffq-++q’ . :; 1 
rorn Definition 4. 
L such that Q -+$ q’, there exists x in 2?* such 
bvious. Assume not. 
at we can induce on 
ces 
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We now proceed to examine the effects of reduction on homing, Church-Rosser 
property, determinacy and non-halting. 
If S wduces to S’ then there exists a home state in S i;g there exists a 
<> ) Let q E Q be a home state in S and q. any initial state in Qo. Then 
and there exists q’ in Q’such that q +*,q’andqo+Xnq’.Soq’EQ:,andby 
3.7, q’ is a home state in S. We claim that q’ is also a home state in S’. Let 
2iny state in Q:. By Corollary 4.3, Q:G Q,, so q”E Q, and we have q”*gq’. 
Sinct: $ and q” are in Q:, we conclude that q”-+g’q’ by Lemma 4.2, and q’ is a 
hW?G state in S’. 
( C+ ) Let q E Q’ be a home state in S’ and q. any initial state in QO. Since 
Qo = Q& we have [ilo +q. By Corollary 4.3, q E Q,. Let q’ be any state in Q, 
real *hable fl:om qo, then there exists q ” E Q’ such that q ’ -+S q ” and qO --+zt q”. Since 
q’ TV in Q: and q is, a home state in S’, q”*gpq, and from Lemma 4.2, we have 
q”--+:q. So q’+gq and q is a home state of S. 0 
eorem 45 If S wdxes to S’ then S is Church-Rosser ifs’ is Church-Rosser. 
of. ( + ) Assj.me that S is Church-Rosser. Let qs be an initial state in Qh 
and q,q’,q” any states in Q: such that qo+zfq, q +$q’ and q +Xlq”. By Lemma 
4.2, we have qo-+z 41’ and qO-+z q”. Note that QA = Qo, so q. E Qo. By hypothesis, 
there exists q”‘E Q such that q’+z q” and q”+E q”‘. Since S reduces to S’, by 
conditio’l (2) of Definitior& 4,1, there exists q”‘E Q’ such that q”‘+z q”’ and 
qo+gnq”‘. So we h;lve q’, q” and q”’ in Q:, q’+f q”‘+; q”’ and q”+g q”‘+z q”‘. 
Hence q’+$Q” and “-+$ 4”‘. Therefore, S’ is Church-Rosser. See Fig. 1. 
( + ) Assume t S” is Church-Rosser. Let q. be an initial state in Qo, and 
q, q’, q” any states in such that so+: q, q +z q’ and q +f (‘. Since S reduces to 
S’, there exist q’, q” F such that q’d q’, q’l-4 q”‘, qo+kj’ and qo+~l~‘r. S’ 
being Church-Rosse s mplies that there exists q”E Q’ such that ~‘-+~fq”’ and 
’ +$ q”‘. Note that , q’“,. q”’ are in Q:. By Lemma 4.2, we have q’-+*sq”’ and 
q”--+z q”‘, which imply q’-=+z q”’ and q”-+$ q”‘. is therefore Church- 
. v hces to 0 an 
Fig. 2. informal proof that S is Church-Rbsser implies 
hypotheses, and **I follows from +*’ for 1 G k < i. 
(V¶(-)‘Q(+ wq,s rq”EQ,l 
S’ is Church-Rosser. Note that -+*I are 
(3) 
hurch-Rosser impfies S is Church-Rosser. Note thar =+*I are 
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web that q +rq and qii-+$q’, and q # q’* This contradicts deads (q). We also 
claim that q is dead in S’. Assume not, then there exists q” in 0’ such that q -+sp q”. 
By Definitio n 4.1, we have q -+z q”, and this contradicts dea&(q). 0 
Note that the converse of Lemma 4.6 is not necessarily true. I-Iowever, if S 
strictly reduces to S’, then it does bold. 
.7. 4’s strictly reduces to S’ the9 for any initial state qO in Q:, and any q 
( qo--$+ q A dead,a(q)) =+ (qo-$+ q A deads (q)) . 
F” roof. Let q. be an initial state in Q:l and q any state in Q’ such that qO+q and 
deadsP(q). By Lemma 4.2. it is obvious that qo+ q. Assume that o is not dead in S. 
Then there exists q’ E Q such tla%t (7 ds q’. Since S strictly reduces to !S’, there 
exists q”E Q’ such that q’+s q” and qo-+q”. We then have q --*:i q” and 
q, q” E Q,. By condition (4’) in Definition 4.1, we get q -j&q”, and this contradicts 
deads(q). 14 
We shall give. in ection 7, an example of reduction, but not strict reduction. 
Theorem 4.8. if S strictly reduces to S’ then S is non-halting ifs’ is non -halting. 
rot!. Immediate from Lemmas 4.6, and 4.7. q 
Theorem .9. If S stridy reduces to S’ then S is determinate iff S’ is determinate. 
roof. ( =$i+ ) Assume that S is determinate. Let q. be any initial state in 01, and 
q,q’ any states in Q’ reachable in S’ from q. such that both are dead1 in S’. By 
Lemma 4.7, q and q’ are reachable in S from qO, and both are dead in S. 5 being 
determinate implies q _ = q’. Hence, S’ is determinate. 
( += ) This direction can be proved in a similar manner by using Lemma 
4.6. Cl a 
n Section 4, we intro 
important corre ctness pr 
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and 4) in Q:, condition (3) requires that if q’ is reachable from 4 in S’ by firing a 
single transition, then 4’ is reachable from 4 in S by firing a nion-empty sequence of 
transitions. Condition simply s,tates that if 4’ is reachable from 4 in then 4’ 
must also be reachable m 4 in S’. Note that in reduction, we care only about the 
reservation of state reachability, but not how the transition sequences through 
which we achieve reachability preservation are related in S and 5’. owever, there 
tances, for example, in the investigation of immortalit of individual 
ns, in which we may want to examine the relation between transitions or 
n sequences in the systems rehrted by reduction. 
Let S = (Q, 2, -Jo, Q-J and S’ = (Q’, c’, dsf, Qh) be transition sys- 
-r2?U {A}, T’: x’-+ 2’ be mappings in the two systems. We say 
h respect to (T, T’) provided that: 
omorphism as usual, we have 
Q)(Vx CZ*) if qo+q then 
(3) (Vq, 4’E Q:) t E 2’) if q 4 q’ then q -+?‘(‘) q’, 
and 
4,432 0:) (Vx E X*) if 4 -Q’ then 4 -$‘)q’. 
S strictly reduces to S’ with respect to (T, T’) if condition (4) is 
replaced by 
q,q’E c):)$Vx E 27) if q +q then (q -+$tx)q’A T(x)+ A). 
I,rsualiy, .we allso extend T’ to homomorphism in tk usual manner, and refer to 
reduction defined above as reduction induced by /homomorphisms T and T’ on C * 
and Z’*. 
:Z+Z’U{A)and T:2? + Z’ be mappings relating the 
ze following observation is an immediate consequence of efinitions 4.1. 
~stri~t~y) reduces to S’ with respect o ( T’) then S (strictly) 
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. reduces to S’ with respect to ( T, T’) then ( 
q +Hp q ’ then q -+sT’(y) q ‘.
. By induction on length of y, El 
. If S reduces to S’ with respect o (T, T’) then 
(I) (\dq E QL)(Vt E 2’) if immortalsl(q, t) then immort& (q, T’(t)), 
q E Ck)(Vt E Z )((Vq’E CX)(q +‘*s 4’)) 
in, rxorta&Jq’, T(t)). 
if immortals (q, t) then 
roof. (1) Let q. and q be any states in Q& and Q:, respectively, such that qo+q, 
r’d t any taaQsition in C’. Assume that immortals(q, t). By Lemma 5.3, q,-+t q. 
ztting q’ be a state reachable from q in S, it suffices to show lives (q’, T’(t)). Note 
&at q’ is reachable from q. in S, so there exists q” in Q’ such that q ’ + Z q ” and 
+*zrq”. We then have qO+Xq +gq’+gq’ with q,q”E 0:. By Lemma 4.2, 
q 4:: q”. From our hypothesis, t is live in q” in S’. ence there exist q”’ in and x 
in 1c’* such that q’* -+$q”‘. By Lemma 5.3, we have 
7-(x )7”. ) 
4” s -+ q’“. 
(2) Let q be any state in Q,, q’ in Q: such that q +z q’, and t any transition in C. 
Assume that immortals (q, t). Letting q” be a state such that q’- $ q”? it suffices to 
show that hves(q”, T(t)1 By Lemma 4.2, we have q’+s q”, and immortal& t) 
‘mplies lives (q”, t), which means that there exist q”’ in Q and x in C* such that 
q”+ q”‘. Since S reduces to S’ with respect to (T, T’), there exist q”’ in Q: and y in 
..X * such that q”‘+=q”‘. So we have q”-+~‘y~r” with q”, q”’ in 0:. 
q 
,, -7-b )W)‘)‘f i*) 
s’ -.-, q”‘, and lives(q”‘, T(t)). Cl 
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earlier and the results in [9] are special cases of some of our results in previous 
sections. 
We use a model which is first introduced in [7] to represent asynchronous parallel 
programs. The underlying ciontrol graphs are Petri nets,‘whlch are finite, directed 
bipaitite graphs with two types of nodes: place nodes and transition nodes. 
Processes are denoted by their instructioa pointers which are represented by 
tokens. We assume that eacch process has a distinct process index, which uniquely 
identifies the process. For convenience, we sometimes write process VT instead of 
process with index 7r. Alternatively, we nnay envision that a distinct index is 
associated with each token. Place nodes are represented by circles and correspond 
to locations where instruction pointers can dwell. Transition nodes are denoted by 
rectangular bars, and we attach to each of them an instruction of the form: 
t : when P(e) do tj *F’(t) 
where t is a label, 6 denotes program variables, and P, F are predicate and 
function on program variables. For simplicity, we sometimes omit “when P(e)” if P 
is identically ture, 3nd omit “do & +-F(t)” if F is an identity function. We also 
assume that instructions attached to different transition nodes have distinct labels, 
and identify transition nodes with the labels of the instructions attached. Semanti- 
cally, we represent asynchronous parallel programs with transition systems. A state 
4 is denoted by 5 together with a representation of token positions. For any state 4 
and a transition node b, we say that t is BrabEe in 4 if there is at least one token in 
each input place of t and P(e) holds in state 4. We write 4 +‘q’ if t is firable in 4 
and (I’ can be obtained from 4 by deleting a token from every input place of t, 
adding a token to each of its output places, and assigning F(t) to 6. Processes whose 
tokens are deleted in the firing of t are “joined” together and then “forked” into 
some new processes represented by tokens added to the output places of t. To 
indicate that some processes are involved, we sometimes write 4 -+‘“@ instead of 
9 -+‘q’, where v is a representation of those processes whose tokens are either 
deleted or added. For notational simplicity, we assume 7r to be the index of some 
fictitious process. The usual “FORK” and “JOIN” constructs are modeled as in 
ig. 3(a) ;a::d 3(b), and transition nodes in Fig. 3(c) and 3(d) can be used to create 
and delete processes dynamically. For a transition node t with only one input place 
and one output p ce, instead of saying that a token is deleted from the input place 
and a token is a ed to its output place in the firing of t, we say that a token 
representing a process, say r, is moved from the input place to the output place, 
and write 4 +CJ instead of 4 +‘q’. Hence the firings of transitions represent he 
by some processes. 
ctions associated with some processes. owever, if we do not care which 
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Fig. 3. (a) FORK; (b) JOIN; (c) process creation; (d) process deletion. 
particular process is involved, we simply write t instead of t”. For convenience, we 
sometimes refer to asynchronous parallel programs as parallel programs. 
Next, we shall examine the notion of reductions of “procedures” or “routines” to 
single indivisible instructions. 
Let S and S’ be two parallel programs represented bv transition systems 
- (Q, Z-+s, QO) and (Q’, Z’,-+, Qh), respectively. 
Definition .l. Let S be a parallel program and tl, . . . , t, instructions attached to 
some trans3tion o,des uch that for 1 G i c n, ti is of the form: 
ti : when Pi (5) do 6 +-E (6). 
We say that R = t, 0 9 l t, is a routine of S provided that: 
(1) for 1 s i s PB, ti has only one input place and only one output place, 
and 
1 s i < E::, the output place of ti is the input place of ti+l. 
Also, we say that tll is the composite instruction of the routine if it can be written as 
f R :w 
where 
and 
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Note that a routine is simply a contiguous block 
allows more than one process executing the same 
of instructions, and our model 
routine concurrently. 
?J Let S and S’ be paral!el programs, = tl l l l tn a routine of 
tR its composite instruction. is reduced by to S’ if S’ is obtained 
from S by replacing tl 9 l l t,., and all inkrvening place nodes between tl and t,, by tR 
(Fig. 4), and there exists k such that 1 :s: k s II and transitions in S’ are related by 
7’ : C -+ C’ U {A) and T” : I$‘+ C’ defined as follows: 
t” if t B {tl, . . . , tn}, 
t” E Z1)T(t”) = t;; if t “- fk, 
A otherwise, 
if t = t& 
otherwise. 
It is obvious th3t T and T’ defined above can be extended to homomorphisms in 
the usual manner, and for convenience, we refer to them as the homomorphisms 
Pi(C) 
+ FIW 
Pl 
1 
F2(C) 
+ F2(Sl 
> 
tR:when 
do 5 - 
P(S) 
+- F(5) 
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implicitly defined by ote that each transition in C’ is ped b;l T’ into a finite 
nsitions in Z”, and this restrict onfines Our discussion 
tines without bvanching. ory developed earlier 
in Section 4 does not have this drawback, because the conditions imposed there on 
reduction deal with reachability preservation and not explicit relationships among 
transition sequences. 
dt If S is reduced by a routine to S’ then Q’C Q. 
This observation points to the fact that the state set of S’ is a subset of that of S, 
(Ind so S’ should be simpler than S. However note that S is reduced by R to S does 
not necessarily imply S reduces to ’ with respect to (T, T’). 
We also observe, from Definitions 6.1 and 6.2, that the firing of a routine by a 
process would be equivalent o the firing of its composite in uction by the same 
process if the routine is “indivisible” or “uninterruptible”. owever, requiring a 
routine to be indivisible in reality is a quite severe restriction in asynchronous 
parallel computatron. An interesting questIon is: Under what conditions can we 
pretend that a rctitine is indivisible, although its execution is actually interleaved by 
actions of some other processes? 
In [9], Lipto. proposes that certain routines, namely -routines, can be assumed 
to ,le indivisible, and he shows that D-reductions, which correspond to reductions 
by D-routines, preserve non-halting and determinacy. e now review Lipton’s 
D-reductions, and show that they are special cases of relductions discussed earlier in 
previous sections. 
notion et S be a parallel program, and t an instruction attached to a 
transition node. We say that t is a left-mover, if 
and t is 
)(vt;EX)(q-=qkT#0.) 
a righr -mover, if 
(q ‘“I;\ q’), 
(q 
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We call tk in (3) a pivotal instruction of R. 
In words, condition (I) means that if S is relduced by a D-routine to S’, then 
QI = Qo, Condition (2) says that if a process enters a D-routine, it can always exit 
from it, and condition (3) guarantees that the etiects of the firing of a D-routine by 
a process would be the same, with or without being interleaved by actions of some 
other processes. 
.6. Let S, S’ be parallel programs and R = tl l l . t,, a routine of S. We 
say that S is D-reduced by R to S’ if R is a D-routine, S is reduced by R to S’, and 
tk in Definition 6.2 is a pivotal instruction of R. We also say that SD-reduces to S’ 
if there exists R such that S is D-reduced by R to S’. 
In the following, we let R = tl,. . . , tn be a routine in S and tR its composite 
instruction. Three lemmas are given before we examine the relationship between 
P-reduction and reduction in general. 
6.7. If S D-reduces to S’ then Q+ Q. and Q:c Q,. 
roof. Immediate from Definitions 6.2, 6.5 and 6.6. Cl 
Let x be a transition sequence in C*. We say that x has an intergrai 
number of R by a process T if either no tr (1 G i G n) appears in x or 
x = zt;ly,t;y* l l l t,“y,, where there exists no t T in any yj (1~ i, j G n) and z has an 
integral number cf R by 7~. We also say that x has an integral number of R if for 
every process T, x has an inte,gral number of R by 7~. If x has an integral number of 
R, then the number of R in x is the number of times tl (or any other instructioin in 
R) appears in X. 
Lc 
Z*, q -+q’ 
If S is D-reduced by R to S’ then for any states q, q’ in 0: and any x in 
implies that x has an integral number of R. 
to the contrary that x is of the form rtryl l * 9 tryi such that 
5y a process 7r, and there exists no tf in 
owever, q +q’ and the absence of t >“+r in yi 
s that the instruction pointer of process TT must be dwelling at the input place 
cc q’ is not in :. El 
t 
* en er 0 
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c(x) = 0, it is obvious. Assume that it holds for all x such that c(x) = s. Let tk be a 
pivotal instruction of R. Consider any trausition sequence x in J$* such that . 
q +iq’, c(x> = s + 1, and x is of the form z,tTy, l . l tryk l * l t,“y,zz where there 
exists no tr in any yj (1 G i, j G n). Assume that tz corresponds to the leftmost 
occurrence of tk in x* Since R is a D-routine, tl, . . . , h-1 are right-movers and 
t k+l, l . l 3 t” are left-movers. So we have X’ = w1w2, where ‘wl= 
zay1 ***y~-~tf***t~***t~,w2=yk***ynZ2,q3~’q’,andT(X’)=T(x)becauseorlly 
these transitions corresponding to t,, . . . , tk-l, ?k+l,. . . , t,, are moved and T maps 
w into ,4 anyway. Sinoe tr is the leftmost occurrence of tk in x and therefore 
also n xl, any other occurrences of tk in x’ must be to the right of this t,“. So, for 
1 s i < k and a process a, any tf in zlyl l l 0 yk-l c3 I be moved to the right of 
t: m l t,” in wl, and there exists x “ = W3z3W2, where w3z3 is obtained from w1 by 
shifting all such ~4in zyl l l - yk_, to the right of ty- l l tzsa that t3 consists of those t4 
ctsiginally in z,y, l l . ykr+ and w3 = w3ty* l . t: with no t: in w4” Note hat tl,. . . , tk-, 
3re right movers and T maps each of them into A, so q -+“q’ and T(x”) = T(x). 
Hence, there exists q’ in Q such that q +‘~q”-t~wz q’, which implies that 
4 +Rq” and T(w3) = w,t,. We now have c(z~w~)= s and q’ is in Q:. By 
hypothesis, q”~~!z3w~) q’. Therefore q +I,@“) q ’ and T(Y) = 2’(x). 0 
heosem 6.11. If 3 is D-reduced by R to S’ and T. T’ are the homomorphisms 
implictly defined by R, then S strictly reduces to S’ with respect to (T, T’). 
oof. Assume that S is D-reduced by R to S’ and T, T’are the two homomor- 
phisms implicitly defined by R. If suffices to show that conditions(l), (2), (3) and (4’) in 
Definition 5.1 are satisfied. Condition (1) follows directly from observation 6.3 and 
Lemma 6.7. To verify cc:ndition (2) we let qO, q be states in Q. and Q respectively, 
and x a sequence of transitions in C * such that qO+q. For any process 7r and any 
i, define xa= tr* l l tz, and let y be a concatenation (in any order) of all x r for any 
process ?r and 1 < i G n such that in state q, the instruction pointer of process v is 
dwelling at the in ut place of tie Note that y = A if x has an integral number of x. 
s of t2 through t,, are identically true, y is always firable in state q 
exists q’ in Q such that qo-+q +q’, and xy has an integral 
emma 6.10, we q’. Condition (3) follows 
from Definitions 6.1 and 6.2. verify condition (4’), et q, q’ be any state 
andx inC’suchthatq+q’ y Lemma 6.9, x has a 
-+l?)q’ fohows from Lemma 6.10. If the number of in x is zero, then 
(X) = XZ I ere exists at least one tR i 
non-empty. El 
en 
ve s -H-e 
iscussed in previous sections. 
s are 
91 proves that non- 
are preserved tinder D-reductions. These two results follow directly from Corol- 
lary 6X! and Theorems 4.8, 4.9. Furthermore, Theorem 6.11 implies that other 
results in Sections 4 and 5 about Church-Rosser property, homing, and immortality 
are also valid under D-reductions. 
We shall examine three examples. The first one illustrates the applicazion of 
reductions of routines in proving correctness of parallel programs, The second 
example shows the existence of reduction which is not a strict reduction, and the 
fast example is given to support our claim that immortality captures the notion of 
deadlock-freedom better than non-h;a.lting. 
For a semaphore Si, we use P(Si) and If(S) to denote the usual ‘“wait” and 
“sign&” operations: 
Initially: SIL = S2 = 1; 
process-l E. = .1 0; prr-ess-2 
yJiS2) 
t&p q 
8 
t,:p (S2) 
PI3 
tp(S3) 
+ 
tl2:Pq 
T:, 7’: are defined as iollows: 
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and 
P(Si) : when Si > 0 do Si + Si s 1, 
V(Si) z do Si +Si + 1. 
wample 7.1. The parallel program S’ in Fig. 5 consists of two cyclic processes, 
namely process-l and process-2, which are denoted by their instruction pointers or 
tokens, and both of them are operating on semaphores S, Sz and S3. A state can be 
rtzpresented by a S-tuple (S,, Sz, S3, IP,, IP,), where IPi stands for the instruction 
pointer of process-i. When IPi = k, the instruction pointer for process-i s dwelling 
at place node pk. Let Q. = (qD}, where q. = (1, l,O, I, 7) is the only initial state of S *. 
We claim that S’ satisfies the Church-Rosser property, every reachable state is a 
home state, and every transition is immortal in qo. These correctness properties are 
not obvious at all. However, if we reduce S’ to S9 by a sequence of routines 
&, Rz, . . . , Rg represented by dotted square brackets in Fig. 5-12 where Ti and T: 
are the homomorphisms implicitly defined by Ri, then we arrive at a very simple 
program S’ whose correctness can be verified easily. Note that RI, R2, R3 and R4 
Initially: Sl = S2 = 1; 
s3 = 0; 
tp (S1) 
t13 when :- s2> 0 
1 3 
f+:P(S2) 
F8 ', 
I$ 
t*:!m+ T 
Tz, T; are defined as follows: 
if t = t+ t‘$t&i if t = 115, 
if t E {ts, t }, Z(t) = 
otherwise, t otherwise. 
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Initially: S1 p S2 = lf 
9 tZ:Pq 
I=: t13:wd s ,2 20 
t14:when Sj>O 
p9 6 \ 
g:wg 
PlO 
P11 
lpW32) 
b2 
Fig. 7. S”: pi, = t,t8 and T3, r; arc defined as follows: 
215 if t = t7, t7t8 if t = fts, 
l&(t) = A if t = ts, T:(t) = 
r\ otherwise, t otherwise. 
are D-routines, and the corresponding reductions by them are D-reductions. In 
S’, Rs is not a D-routine since the predicate of d16 is not identically true. However, 
(I& = 9 =+ S3 7 0) is qO-invariant in S’, and by arguments imilar to our proof of 
Theorem 6.1 I, it is not difficult to see that S5 reduces to S6 with respect o ( T5, T:). 
conclude that Si reduces to Si+’ CNith respect to (T,, T:) for 
Note that &, & and & are 
Gq’ever, & is quite different. The predicate of tic, 
e, but not that of f14. Moreover, the predicate (IPI = 4 + S3 > 0) 
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Initially: Sl = S2 = 1: 
s3 = 0; 
t1:P (Sl) 
14 - 
:when S3>0 
& s1 4- s1+1 . 
p7 
p9 
r-" 
fR4 
I 
I 
I 
I 
iplo 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l%l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I- __ 
15:when S2>0 
& (.2#S3)+ 
(S2-:.rS3+1) 
]tg:P(S3) 
8 
p12 
,.y 
-J12:P(s3) 
Fig. 8. S4: R, = tqtlotr, and T4, Ti are defined as follows: 
if t = t9, t9tlotll 
if t E {ho, td, C(t) = 
otherwise, c 
Initially: Sl = S2 = 1; 
s3 = 0; 
t13:wl.en 
'B4'-! *wher 
do S - 
if t = tlh 
otherwise. 
= tlstlh and .rs, Ts are efined as follows: 
if t = i?,s, fdlh if t = t,,, 
if t = t,fi,, T.:(t) = 
otherwise, t otherwise. 
tl:P(Sl! 
Y.S. Kwong 
%3:w& S2'0 
t14.w_hen S3'0 . 
* sp1+1 
57: when S2'0 
& S3"S3"1 
t12: PCS31 
Fig. 10. S6: R, = tlt13 and T6, TA are defined ; 
f;” 
if t = t,, 
Ts(t) = if t = t,3, T;(t) = 
t otherwise, 
Initially: sl = s 
2 
= 1; 
53 = 0; 
t14;when s3>o 
* sl*sl+l 
as follows: 
I fltl3 
if t = ttR, 
t othewise. 
p7 
I- 
-_ 
i R7 
i,_ 
tpJ:* s2>o 
& s3+s3+1 
t12:PIS3) 
L- 
1‘ S’: , = t19 an T,, TG are defined as follows: 
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Initially: S, = s2 = 1; 
sj. = 0: 
54 - :when S3>0 
$o_ s1+s1+1 
t12:WS3) 
Fig. 12. SH: R, = tr8t14 and TH, T& are defined as follows: 
if t - t,+ trdl4 if t = tt,, 
if t = ttH, T;(t) = 
otherwise, t otherwise. 
Initially: Sl = S2 = 1; 
s3 = 0; 
t2l:w&n S3>0 
Fig. 13. 
%2 - :when S3>0 
do spij-1 
Let S, S’ and T, T’ be defined as in Fig. 14. It is obvious 
with respect to (T, T’), however, S does not strictly re 
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II '.tially: $1 = 1; 
:e =o; 
t :vhen 3 >O 
2-l 
S S’ 
Fig. 14. An exampie of reduction but not strict reduction with T, T’ defined as follows: 
/t if t = t,, 
T(r) = (vr E ir)rl(t) - 1. 
t otherwise, 
Initially: c = 0; 
Sl := 1; 
r. 
‘) 
r 
I I 
I 1 &I 8 tl:when SliO 
i 
t3:* sl'O .4 csn 
do sly1 do (Sl,c)+(Sl-l,c-1) 
! 
n. -.i (PRODUCE) 
/ 
r_fi3t z:& ‘Sy2p- 
1 
‘LJ 
:S1+l,c+l) 
\ 
Fig. 15. PC: A special producer-cb;nsurner problem. 
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8. Conclusions an iscnssioms 
In this paper, we have attempted to give a formal treatment of the appealing 
notion of reductions and its application s in proving correctness of asynchronous 
systems. We pr;:;ented, in Sections 4 to 6, reductions from the general viewpoint of 
preservation of state reachability, reductions induced by homomorphisms on sets of 
:r3nsition sequences, and also reductions of routines in asynchronous parakl 
plrograms. The effects Qf reductions on many interesting correctness properties of 
a<,*ynchronous parallel computation like homing, determinacy, immortality, non- 
halting, and the Church-Rosser property were also investigated. Note that our 
“seatment of D-reductions in Section 6 allows an arbitrary number of processes 
executing a routine, while the model in [93 only deals with a fixed number of 
processes. In Section 7, we illustrated through examples the applications of 
reductions in proving correctness and also some interesting points which have 
surfaced in previous sections. 
One possible generalization of our treatment of reductions would be to add an 
equivalence relation on the state sets involved so that non-essential state informa- 
tion can be masksd out, thereby making the systems even more transparent. Other 
reasonable extensions of this work include, for exarf:p,e, the investigation of the 
effects on ot&r correctness properties by reductions Tsxesented here, and also the 
search for other types of reductions. It is interesting to note that the “inverse” of 
various reduction techniques may be developed into a basis for hierarchical designs 
of asynchronous systems, starting from some ccry precise and simple system 
specifications. 
The author would like to thank Dr. Robert M. Keller for his encouragement and 
guidance duriLlg this research. Thanks also to Dr. D. Rosenkrantz for pointing out 
several mista!ies in an earlier version of this paper, and to an anonymous referee for 
many constructive comments which influence this presentation. 
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